Microscopic fringe projection profilometry is a powerful 3D measurement technique with a theoretical measurement accuracy better than one micron provided that the measured targets can be imaged with good fringe visibility. However, practically, the 3D shape of the measured surface can hardly be fully reconstructed due to the defocus of the dense fringes and complex surface reflexivity characteristics, which lead to low fringe quality and intensity saturation. To address this problem, we propose to calculate phases of these highlighted areas from a subset of the fringe sequence which is not subjected to the intensity saturation. By using the proposed multi-frequency phase-shifting scheme, the integrity of the 3D surface reconstruction can be significantly improved. The ultimate phase maps obtained from unsaturated intensities are used to achieve high-accuracy 3D recovering of shiny surfaces based on a phase stereo matching method. Experimental results on different metal surfaces show that our approach is able to retrieve the complete morphology of shiny surfaces with high accuracy and fidelity.
Introduction
The principle of structured light and triangulation has been widely used in the range of 3D optical metrology applications [1] . Generally, periodic sinusoidal fringe patterns are projected onto an inspected object, and the fringe pattern is distorted by the modulation of the object. To quantitatively calculate the amount of the modulation and reconstruct the 3D result of the target, the phase value coded in the fringe pattern needs to be accurately retrieved. For now, two commonly used phase retrieval algorithms are Fourier transform based algorithms [2, 3, 4] and phase-shifting based algorithms [5, 6, 7, 8] . Fourier transform based algorithms are commonly used in dynamic measurement while phase-shifting based algorithms are more suitable for high-accuracy measurement owning to its pixel independently mathematical operational nature. Our recent work has shown that by the phase-based stereo matching method, the essential nonlinear response function of the digital projector can be neglected because the phase errors in different views are automatically balanced out [9] . However, the phase-based stereo matching method prone to fail when dealing with the objects with shiny surfaces. The integrity of the reconstructed model is affected by the highlight regions because the phase in these areas cannot be calculated by dense fringe images.
Shiny surfaces are highly reflective, and thus the light intensity cannot be transformed linearly because of the limited dynamic range of digital cameras. One of the stateof-the-art techniques for this situation is called the highdynamic range 3D shape measurement [10] , which can be classified into two categories: equipment-based techniques and algorithm-based techniques. For the group of the equipment-based techniques, optimal parameters of the equipment, e.g., the exposure time of the camera [11, 12, 13] or the projector [14, 15, 16, 17] are desired to help capture visible fringe at both shiny and dark surfaces. Additional optical based methods, e.g., using a polarizer to scan shiny objects have also been investigated [18, 19] , based on which the polarized highlight intensity can be effectively suppressed. Also, there are hybrid methods by modifying camera exposure, but also taking into account strategies of introducing additional equipment, changing the viewing position, or adjusting parameters of projectors to capture HDR images [20, 21, 22] . Based on the maximum intensity modulation, a fast HDR solution employing a high-speed projector to project intensity-varying fringe images at 700 Hz is proposed [23] . For shiny surfaces, however, the problem of saturation may not be readily handled by merely decreasing the exposure time or the intensity of the projected light in some cases. Thus, algorithm-based techniques are also developed, which mainly rely on well-designed algorithms to extract phase values from raw fringe images when free ad-justment of the camera or the projector is not allowed, or additional equipment is not available. Yin et al. [24] suggested measuring shiny surfaces with a single color image. Alternatively, Jiang et al. [25] proposed a real-time HDR 3-D scanning method by projecting additional inverted fringe patterns. Chen et al. [26] found that the phase-shifting methods can overcome the image saturation if the number of the phase shift is high enough so that at least three unsaturated fringe intensities can be recorded successfully. Moreover, Chen et al. [27] proposed a technique, by which the phase is also calculated from raw phase-shifting images but without considering whether they are saturated or not. Hu et al. [28, 29] introduced a phase-shifting based method by taking advantage of no less than three unsaturated fringe image from standard N -step phase-shifting algorithm.
These related works have successfully addressed HDR measurement problems by various means. But when it comes to microscopic imaging, those shiny parts illuminated by black stripes can no longer be imaged purely black but will be affected by the white stripes due to the short depth of field of the microscopic projection system. In this case, there will be more saturated areas when using higher frequency fringes. Inspired by the works proposed by Hu et al. [28, 29] , we propose an HDR measurement method which takes advantage of the generalized phase-shifting algorithm and considers the spatial frequency characteristic of multi-frequency fringe patterns in the microscopic measurement applications. Specifically, phase values in the regions without any saturation are calculated directly using the standard phase-shifting algorithm. In those partially saturated regions, the generalized phase-shifting algorithm is used to calculate the wrapped phase. For those over-saturation areas with less than three unsaturated intensities, the phases probably retrievable from lower frequency fringe images are used to fill up the phase map in order to increase the measurement integrity. After phase unwrapping and stereo matching of the dualview telecentric measurement system [9] , high-accuracy 3D reconstruction of shiny surfaces (HDR objects) can be successfully achieved. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed multi-frequency phase-shifting scheme accommodates the measurements of various kinds of shiny objects with the measurement high-accuracy within one micron.
Principals

Generalized phase-shifting algorithm
Traditional approaches to generate fringe images of fringe projection profilometry involve laser interferometry, physical grating, or slide projector. However, with recent developments in the area of the digital display, digital projectors have been increasingly applied as the projection units. Based on the controllable phase-shifting amount, the recorded fringe image with δ n phase-shifting can be expressed by
where (u, v) is the pixel coordinate of the camera, I 0 is the average intensity, α is the fringe contrast, Φ is the phase distribution to be measured. δ n is the shifted reference phase (n = 1, ..., N ). The phase distribution Φ can be calculated independently over no less than three phase-shifted intensities as shown in Fig. 1 . Based on minimizing a criterion concerning the difference between ideal intensities and captured intensities [30] , we can obtain the wrapped phase φ corresponding to Φ as
with
and the coefficients c ij, i=2,3; j=1,2,3 in equation (3) 
(4) Since the phase step δ n is strictly controlled, two-dimensional wrapped phase distribution φ(u, v) can be obtained from equations (2) -(4). Particularly, if δ n is equally divided by an integer N S in the range [0, 2π), equations (2) - (4) can be simplified as the standard phase-shifting algorithm:
2.2. Multi-frequency phase-shifting scheme for HDR surface measurement
The accuracy of the phase values depends on the phaseshifting step number and the fringe contrast. When the final absolute phase is scaled into the same range [0, 2π), the phase error variance can be stated as [31] .
Phase/rad π 2π Here, σ is the variance of a Gaussian distributed additive noise. N S is the phase-shifting step number. f is the fringe frequency, indicating the fringe density. B is the fringe modulation. If the phase-shifts are confirmed, in order to acquire a higher phase accuracy, we should use patterns with higher frequency (f ) and try to capture images with better fringe visibility (B) as well. However, in the projection system, the low depth of field leads to a significantly attenuated fringe contrast when increasing the fringe density. Furthermore, low contrast fringes falling on the shining surface can easily cause intensity saturation. An example in Fig. 2 shows a metal surface covered by fringe patterns with two different frequencies. The periods the fringe pattern in Fig. 2(a) and (b) are 144 and 12, respectively. Due to the slight defocus caused by the shallow depth of field, the dark stripe in the marked sub-region in Fig. 2(b) is polluted by the nearby non-black light and thus saturation occurs, as presented in the magnified details in Fig. 2(d) . However, when this region is projected by a less dense fringe as shown in Fig.  2(a) , the dark stripe gives more unsaturated pixels, as Fig.  2 (c) presents, and thus the phase values in such regions can possibly be retrieved.
To intuitively show the difference, we extract the region with less than three unsaturated intensities. The white areas in Figs. 2(e) and (f) indicate the pixels with less than three unsaturated intensities. In this kind of area, the phase cannot be calculated because the unknowns are more than the conditions. Clearly, Fig. 2 (e) has quite fewer pixels where the phase cannot be calculated.
When adjusting the system parameters, we should maintain the saturated region in a small part. We do not decrease the exposure time of the whole field only to decrease the saturation area. However, for those samples with a large proportion of saturation, the right way is decreasing the exposure time to leave a small region with saturation. In traditional multi-frequency phase-shifting methods, the fringe patterns with lower frequency are used to provide a reference phase map for phase unwrapping, so that the ultimate measurement result is determined by the fringe images with the highest frequency. Actually, in the saturated regions, the ultimate phase values can be replaced by that derived from the less dense fringe images with less saturated intensities. In this way, the 3D reconstruction can be preserved as complete as possible. For this purpose, we propose a multi-frequency fringe based scheme for HDR surface measurement. Three steps, including image data preparation, saturation detection and compensation algorithms, and phase stereo matching allow the high-accuracy microscopic 3D measurement of shiny surfaces.
Step one is the image data preparation stage, which contains image acquisition, image rectification, and classification according to the fringe frequency. The fringe patterns are sequentially projected with trigger signals for the camera synchronization.
Step two is the main part corresponding to the proposed multi-frequency fringe based scheme, which is to calculate the unwrapped phase map by three algorithms. Their definitions are detailed in algorithm 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Step three is phase stereo matching and 3D reconstruction, which will be discussed in the next subsection. Tab. 1 lists the description of the variables used in Step two:
Algorithm 1 is to count the number of saturated intensities at each pixel in an image set by sat map. The stored information is to be referred in the phase unwrapping stage with the saturation levels of different fringe periods being considered. Algorithm 2 is the phase calculation algorithm for the partially saturated phase-shifting fringe images by gen phase shifting. Invalid intensities at each pixel are eliminated and the generalized phaseshifting algorithm corresponding to equations (2) - (4) is applied for the phase calculation. Algorithm 3 is the automatic fusion method for the correctness of the unwrapped The projector projects multi-frequency phase-shifting patterns with trigger signals for the synchronization of the cameras.
Multi-frequency phase-shifting patterns
Phase-shifting images
The captured images are split into several sets by fringe frequency and then rectified as .
Step One. Image data preparation
Step Two. Saturation dealing algorithm Step Three. Phase stereo matching and 3D reconstruction Calculate X, Y, and Z corresponding to each pixel of the point cloud data and reconstruct the 3D result.
Stereo-matching of the unwrapped phase map by searching the same phase value based on inverse linear interpolation.
Calculate and update the Unwrapped phase map by multi-frequency scheme. phase by multi freq hdr. As shown in Figs. 2(e) and (f), because of the defocus of the projected pattern, the denser fringes are easier to be blurred and thus there will be fewer pixels with no less than three valid intensities. For these pixels, we use the equivalent phase derived from the less dense fringe set to fill up the unwrapped phase map. This algorithm searches the phase candidates from the relatively denser image set and then the looser ones for better noise immunity.
To make it easier to understand the whole process of the proposed scheme, we draw a flowchart containing the three steps as shown in Fig. 3 , in which a screw thread is measured as an example.
3D reconstruction based on phase stereo matching
The structure model of our measurement system is presented in Fig. 4(a) . Sinusoidal patterns encoded with horizontally increased phase maps are projected in sequence from the digital projector. The fringes are deformed by the object and then captured by two telecentric cameras. The camera model is acA2040-120um with the pixel size 24 12] . The projection speed is 40 frames per second, which means a measurement only takes 1.2 seconds. By using the proposed multi-frequency fringe based method, the absolute phase value Φ from both cameras can be obtained for the stereo matching.
Telecentric epipolar rectification is performed on the fringe images first. Without loss of generality, the left camera is considered as the main camera. As Fig. 4(b) shows, for a pixel (u L , v L ) on the left camera with phase value Φ(u L , v L ), the task is to find the corresponding pixel u R in the v L th row on the right image. Because the fringe direction is vertical so that the unwrapped phase value increases along the horizontal direction. The integral pixel u I R that has the nearest phase value to Φ(u L , v L ) in the v L th row is firstly obtained with its phase being Φ(u I R ). Then sub-pixel coordinate u R is thereby calculated based on inverse linear interpolation:
After completing the stereo matching, we have the matched pixel pairs. For more accurate sub-pixel searching, u R can be interpolated with a more complex fitting method that involves more neighboring pixels but more time will be consumed. Together with the new camera parameters after the epipolar rectification, the point cloud data can be directly derived [9] .
Figure 4: (a) Simplified structure model of the system; (b) Illustration of the bilocular matching based on the unwrapped phase map. 
Experiments
comparison with traditional multi-frequency method
Phase-shifting algorithms assume that the captured intensities vary in the form of a sinusoidal wave as the phase shifts linearly. If the sample is very reflective, a portion of saturated intensities (255 if the image sampling resolution is 8 bit) will replace those intensities larger than the maximum of the sampling limit, which is defined as partial saturation. To compare our proposed method with the traditional multi-frequency method when dealing with partially saturated targets, we conducted measurements of two samples with a shiny surface. Fig. 5 presents the measurement results. The first sample is a stamped logo on a metal watch strap. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the shiny surface is imaged with quite severe saturation around the letters when projected by fringes. The other sample in Fig. 5 (e) is a printed circuit board with metal bonding pad and white silkscreen letters and lines. If the traditional phase-shifting algorithm is applied by using these saturated intensities for the phase calculation, saturated regions on the samples will be incorrectly reconstructed, as shown in Figs. 5(b) and (f). Ripples appear in those partially and totally saturated regions. For those regions with unsaturated intensity number less than three, the phase value can no longer be retrieved, which causes incomplete results, as shown in Figs. 5(c) and (g). By using our proposed multi-frequency fringe based method, we can anyhow acquire a phase map as complete as possible with correct phase values and the 3D surface profile of the shiny samples can thus be reconstructed as well, as shown in Figs. 5(d) and (h).
Although denser fringe gives lower fringe contrast, they are still preferred because of their high immunity to noise, as equation (6) manifests. It should also be noted that the success of the proposed method is under a necessary condition, that is, the method should be used in a microscopic 3D measurement system because it is the low depth of field of the microscopic projection system that makes the denser fringe easily defocused. For the measurement system for relatively large scale objects, the field of view of the optical system will be quite bigger and the depth of field is much deeper, thus the fringe contrast nearly keeps unchanged, in which case our method may no longer be valid.
Measurement of shiny samples
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method for microscopic measurement of shiny surfaces, we conducted two experiments on metal samples. The first example is a plate of a mechanical watch, which is nickelplated as shown in Fig. 6(a) . We measured its backside and one of the fringe image from the right camera is presented in Fig. 6(b) . Due to the high reflection of the metal surface and the weak depth of field of the projected fringe, saturated regions are quite conspicuous. By the processes as drawn in the flowchart in Fig. 3 , we can finally obtain the absolute 3D point cloud data. Figure 3(c) is the top view of the reconstructed 3D model and Fig. 3(d) is an oblique view for better observing the result. As known that the measured plate is used for mounting and fixing gear bearings in a mechanical watch, thus an irregularly manufactured plate will invalidate the normal function of a watch. From Fig. 3(c) , the coplanarity and height difference between planes can be expediently checked, which provides a valid and efficient way for quality control on the production line. In the other experiment, the measured targets are two steel gaskets, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The top one has not been used to bear force and it remains in its original shape, while the other one has gotten a circle-shaped indentation after being used to decrease the pressure on the contacted surface, which can be clearly seen in Fig. 7(a) . The measurement is to analyze the deformation of the gasket and provide quantitative information of the profile at the same time. Figure 7(b) is one of the fringe image, which suffers from saturation. After the same process as used in the last experiment, the absolute 3D point cloud data is obtained as shown in Fig. 7(c) , from which we can find that the shape of the bottom gasket has been different from the top one. The indentation can be easily found from the color-coded 3D result. Due to the pressure from the weight, it is lower in the middle part while higher at both ends. Figs. 7(d) and (e) are two vertical sections corresponding to the red dash lines in Fig. 7(c). Figs. 7(f) and (g) are two horizontal sections corresponding to the yellow dash lines in Fig. 7(c) . From these section views, the quantitative shape deformation of the samples can be easily acquired and used for analysis. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a microscopic 3D measurement of shiny targets based on a multi-frequency phase-shifting scheme. At each pixel, only the unsaturated intensities are used to calculate the phase and the phase unwrapping process is updated by our proposed method. Considering the low depth of field in the projection light path, denser fringe patterns are easier to be defocused, and thus the integrity of the 3D result is seriously influenced. Our method tries to replace the unavailable phase at the severely saturated regions by the phase calculated from less dense fringe images. However, when dealing with those regions with constant saturation during phase-shifting, we cannot acquire helpful phases even using low-frequency fringe patterns.
The overall process of the proposed method is detailed and the flowchart of the whole procedure is provided. The experimental results show that our method can be successfully applied in industrial applications, such as quality control and on-line inspection for micro-scale products with shiny surfaces. Actually, though the depth of field of the telecentric cameras is enough to measure samples within several millimeters, a valid solution to increase the measurable volume is using Scheimpflug principle to make the cameras have a bigger common field of view [32] . But the calibration of the system will become more complicated since a tilt transformation needs to be added to the imaging modeling. The future work is to further analyze how the density and phase-shifting step affect the phase accuracy when different degrees of saturation happens.
